We present a unified theory for the longitudinal dynamic response of a stiff polymer in solution to various external perturbations (mechanical excitations, hydrodynamic flows, electrical fields, temperature quenches, etc.) that can be represented as sudden changes of ambient/boundary conditions. The theory relies on a comprehensive analysis of the nonequilibrium propagation and relaxation of backbone stresses in a wormlike chain. We recover and substantially extend previous results based on heuristic arguments. New experimental implications are pointed out. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.94.077804 PACS numbers: 61.41.+e, 83.10.-y Despite considerable practical and interdisciplinary interest, it is theoretically not yet fully understood how polymers respond to external fields [1, 2] . Consider, e.g., the simple problem of an inextensible semiflexible polymer suddenly stretched along its end-to-end vector by an external force f (pulling). It was recognized before [3] that tension propagation (from the ends into the bulk) is the key to understanding its dynamics: in response to the spreading tension, the polymer stretches within a growing boundary layer of length ' k , as depicted in Fig. 1 . Depending on the setup, different tension propagation laws ' k t have been predicted [3] [4] [5] [6] . In particular, we contrast the above pulling scenario with the (inverse) release scenario, where a constant prestretching force f is suddenly removed. While for small f one expects ' k t / t 1=8 in both cases [4] , the predictions for strong force are markedly different: ' k t / ft 1=4 [3] for pulling and ' k t / f 3=4 t 1=2 [5] for release. However, the precise meaning of ''strong'' and ''weak,'' and the validity of the diverse assumptions in Refs. [3, 5] are not obvious. Here we develop from first principles a theory of stress propagation and relaxation that allows us to unify and systematically extend these previous results and to derive (often analytically) the longitudinal nonlinear response to various external perturbations. After introducing the standard model of a semiflexible polymer, we extend a heuristic argument of Ref.
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The wormlike chain model represents the polymer by a smooth inextensible contour rs; t subject to the energy
The scalar force fs; t (backbone ''tension'') is a Lagrange multiplier function introduced [7] to enforce the inextensibility constraint r 02 We now turn to a heuristic discussion of pulling to leading order in . In the parametrization introduced in Fig. 1 follows from linear response [8] . For strong tension f ' ÿ2 ? the subsection is virtually straight, so that the elongation is equal to its equilibrium thermal contraction ' 2 ? ' ÿ1 p caused by the bending undulations. Since the whole polymer is subject to the same constant tension f, it can be divided (at any time t) into L=' ? t independent equilibrated subsections of length ' ? t. The total change Rt jhRt ÿ R0ij of the end-to-end distance R thus crosses over from R / Lf'
These results comprise the predictions of ordinary perturbation theory (OPT) to leading order. As evident from Eq. (2), it neglects longitudinal friction forces, which are of higher order in . However, the resulting R obtained above implies a total longitudinal friction L@ t R crossing over from
Both expressions diverge [4, 10] for t ! 0 indicating the breakdown of OPT at short times. More precisely, for times shorter than a certain t ? [11] the longitudinal friction would exceed the driving force f. This was recognized as a consequence of the omission of tension propagation in Eq. (2): it was argued [4] that actually only segments up to a distance ' k t [12] from the ends are set into longitudinal motion causing longitudinal friction. The proper expression for the total longitudinal friction thus follows from the above upon substituting L by ' k . The balance of longitudinal friction and external force can now be satisfied by choosing the size ' k t of the boundary layer according to Table I (right-hand side). Hence, the putative weak-force and strong-force cases ' k / t 1=8 [4] and ' k / t 1=4 [3] are identified as asymptotes of a ''short-long time'' crossover (still) signaling the change from ''free'' to ''forced'' relaxation at t t f .
In summary, the foregoing discussion reveals (i) the breakdown of OPT at times t < t ? , where (ii) the neglected longitudinal friction actually limits the relaxation to boundary layers of size ' k , (iii) the crossover from free to forced relaxation at t t f , and (iv) the scale separation (Table I ). The latter lends itself as starting point for a multiplescale calculus to separate the physics on different dynamic scales and obtain an improved (multiple-scale) perturbation theory (MSPT) that is regular in the limit t ! 0 while 1 is fixed. The procedure is similar to that for athermal dynamics [13] and will be documented in detail elsewhere [14] . 
Indices ''ÿ'' referring to t < 0 were introduced to allow the system to be prepared in equilibrium with ambient/ boundary conditions different from those prescribed for t 0. Taking ' p (for t 0) to 1, only the first term in the integrand remains, which thus accounts for the deterministic relaxation of the initial thermal contraction (set by ' ÿ p , f ÿ ). In this limit, the ''zero-temperature'' buckling dynamics analyzed in Ref. [13] is recovered. For finite ' p the TABLE I. The transverse equilibration length ' ? t and the tension propagation length ' k t both exhibit a crossover at t f f ÿ2 (here, for the pulling problem with f L ÿ2 ; t t ? L ). [3] second term in the brackets represents the action of the thermal forces for t > 0, which aim to establish the equilibrium contraction. (5) and in its boundary conditions. The scaling function describes how sudden changes of the tension at the ends spread into the bulk of the polymer. In the limits t t f and t t f Eq. (6) reduces to the simple (one-variable) scaling laws t=t f s=' k with the tension propagation length ' k s f t=t f z . Note that this crossover scenario, as well as the expressions for t f , s f ' k t f , and ' k are consistent with our above heuristic observations for pulling (Table I ). In fact, this structure generally emerges for all problems involving a single external force scale. It is implicitly understood that , , and z will generally not only depend on the kind of external perturbation applied, but will also be different in both scaling limits t=t f ! 0; 1. In the following, these limits are analyzed in more detail.
For t t f Eq. (5) may be linearized in f and the scaling function can be obtained analytically [14] . In contrast to , the corresponding exponent z 1=8 does not depend on the boundary conditions. It already follows from requiring to become f independent, as in linear response. The short-time dynamics for strong external force is thus closely related to the linear response. As established by our heuristic discussion of pulling, this is due to the relaxation of subsections with Euler forces ' ÿ2 ? much larger than the external force. Note, however, that the limit f ! 0 is problematic, as it does not interchange with ! 0 [16] . In fact, extending Eq. (5) to linear response amounts to an uncontrolled factorization approximation hfr 2 ? i ! hfihr 2 ? i. For t t f the dynamics becomes nonlinear in the external force and starts to depend on the force protocol. Previously predicted power laws can be recovered from Eq. (5) by employing different approximations to its righthand side. In the taut-string approximation of Ref. [3] one neglects for t > 0 bending and thermal forces against the tension; i.e., one drops the q 4 term in the expression Eq. (4) for ? and sets ' p ! 1. The complementary quasistatic approximation of Ref. [5] amounts to the omission of memory effects, i.e., to the assumption of instantaneous equilibration of tension and stored length, Ft ÿ Ft 0 ! ftt ÿ t 0 . A careful analysis of Eq. (5) [14] shows that either of these approximations becomes rigorous in the intermediate asymptotic regime defined by t t f , ' k L.
The ''pure'' [17] scenarios are summarized in Fig. 2 and for the cases pulling and release also in Fig. 3 and Table II .
In Fig. 2 we have, moreover, displayed results for sudden changes in persistence length from ' ÿ p to ' p Þ ' ÿ p (' p quench) and electrophoretic pulling, which have not been discussed before. The second is a variant of the pulling problem, where the external force is applied along the whole contour of an end-grafted polymer as is the case for a hydrodynamic flow or an electric field. The ' p quench is exceptional in that there is no external force scale involved, so that Eq. (5) can be solved by a simple onevariable scaling ansatz f s; t t ÿ1=2 ' s=' k with ' k ' p = 1=2 t 1=8 . Neither the taut-string approximation nor the quasistatic approximation can be applied, and in contrast to the other cases the scaling function has to be evaluated numerically.
Eventually, at a time t k L , the tension will have propagated through the whole polymer, i.e., ' k t k L L. Subsequently, the characteristic longitudinal scale is the contour length L .   FIG. 2 . Double-logarithmic sketch of the tension propagation laws ' k t / t z . At t f f ÿ2 they cross over from a universal short-time regime to (problem-specific) tension-dominated intermediate asymptotics, except for weak forces, f < ' 2 p =L 4 , and for ' p quenches. The propagation ends when ' k t L.
in it ia l re sp on se (u n iv er sa l) OPT homogeneous relaxation R is a coarse-grained quantity that does not resolve the ''microscopic'' details below the coarse-graining scale l. Near the polymer ends these give relevant contributions obliterating the predicted t 7=8 in experiments [4, 18] . During homogeneous tension relaxation R / t 1=3 , which we expect to hold for strongly stretched polymers even if L ' p (e.g., DNA), at variance with earlier predictions [5] . The exponent 1=3 coincides with that obtained by adiabatic application of the stationary force-extension relation [19] to a ''frictionless'' [2] polymer with attached beads at its ends. Finally, R ' p ÿ1=2 t 3=8 in ' p quenches for t t k L . Interestingly, the tension propagation/relaxation itself can in some situations be directly monitored experimentally. In ' p quenches, the (longitudinal) radius of gyration mirrors the characteristic bulk relaxation f / t ÿ1=2 of the tension [13] . In electrophoretic pulling, where R / t for t t k L , the force on the grafted end obeys f / ' k .
In conclusion, we have developed a unified theory of nonequilibrium tension dynamics in stiff polymers based on the scale separation between the two dynamic correlation lengths ' ? and ' k . The recovered known results and our new predictions are summarized in Figs. 2 and 3 and Table II . Various dynamic regimes should be well realizable for certain biopolymers and it is an intriguing question whether the tension propagation laws ' k t govern mechanical signal transduction through the cytoskeleton [6, 20] . Inclusion of hydrodynamic interactions merely produces logarithmic corrections but would give rise to more interesting effects for membranes. Other natural generalizations including the transverse nonlinear response and more complex force protocols (e.g., [17] ) are currently also under investigation. Fig. 3 . OPT and MSPT refer to ''ordinary perturbation theory'' and ''multiple-scale perturbation theory,'' respectively. 
